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HYGIENE WITH A "FORCE." 

By MAJOR D. P. HOLMES, 
-

Royal Army Medical Corps. 

THE OOth Field Hygiene Section, having been formed, trained and 
mobilized, was duly despatched to "X" to supply Hygiene Service to a 
" Force." Trained in duties of the unit under usual campaign conditions 
and in the fitting of a Hygiene Section into the usual scheme of organization, 
they felt themselves well equipped with knowledge of how to deal with 
most difficulties. However, on arrival at the unknown d((stination they 
found the conditions were the reverse of usual in many ways and that the 
preconceived soluti9ns to given difficuiti.es either did not work or were not 
possible through lack of materia~. Moreover those difficulties so readily 
solved in textbooks by the simple expedient of "referring the matter to 
the appropriate technical unit" could not be so disposed of, as the" appro- _ 
pr'iate technical unit" was either not available or had many other duties 

. on hand. 
The Field Hygiene Secti~n was therefore in the responsible but extremely 

interesting position of having the care of the health of :the " Force": given 
into its charge-with full power to make or do anything to that end. 

It may be considered' that this was not an unusual position for such a 
unit. Nor-, indeed, was it, but the uniqueness of the situation was not 
the breadth of duties nor the fact that the section had to carry out work 

"usually performed by other technical units, but that the task had to be 
fulfilled with, almost a complete absence of materials. It is part of the 
training of a Hygiene Section to insist that ingenuity must be used in 
improvising one material for another. An item that, has not yet been added 
to the curriculum is how to do so when the unit has been disembarked upon 
an unsympathetic land where practically no material exists! The extreme 
shortage can in no way be exaggerated. Not only was no timber grown 
locally and therefore had' to be imported, but this applied ·to every other 
variety of material. The question' was, therefore, not one of improvising 
for the usual material, but one of finding any material capable of being used 
for a given purpose. ~ 

The notes are a brief account of experiences, of difficulties encountered, 
of good and bad remedies tried, with a description of some appliances 
'designed to meet the needs existent'. 

The first difficulty was one of labour. This could obviously not be 
supplied from the limited personnel of the- section and all other units were 
extremely busily occupied. It 'was finally overcome by the use of,civilian-·'
labour under the charge of non-commissioned officers of the unit. 

No workshop accommodation was available, so a store tent was utilized; 
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30 Hygiene with a " F orae" 

a,lthopgh this incurred a wastage of time' in re-erec~ion after each of the 
approximately weekly gales, and the recovery of the contents of the tent 
from surrounding ground! The next difficulty was complete shortage of 
material, ttmber being extremely scarce an4 corrugated iron sheeting non
existent:' In fact the only material in plenty was the used petrol tin.' It 
was found that the~~ tins?could be put to a number of uses, some of which 
will he described in the appropriate, section. ,It must be realized that the 

" remedies'described for the various difficl!lties required quite 11 lot of experi
ment in almost every case and that the success was varied. 

DISPOSAL OF EXCRETA. 
, ' 

Sewers were found to be few, far between, and where existent, primitive. 
Conservancy methods were therefore inevitable. The customary type of 
latrine with hinged flap at rear and communal seat was impracticable- as 
there was insufficient timber available. Moreover, accommodation had 
to l>~ elastic to provide for the needs of·small.detachments and large units. 
Seats were made to fit individual buckets, and were constructed to be self-

- closing and of fly-proof ;fit. They were reasonably satisfactory when pFO
perIy used. This was 'possibly the least of the difficulties in this connexion ' 
and 51 very real one was disposal ,of privy soil. Disposal by burial was' 
difficult as the country was made up of a very shallow soil stratum with' 
rock at 3 to 4 feet. In many places outcrop rock over large areas was 
present. Incineration for anything other than dry refuse was impossible as, 
even if inoinerators were improvised; no fuel }Vas available for such a 'purpose. 

Burial as deep as possible with careful supervision of trenches was the 
only immediate practical solution. It was! not done without consid~rable 
difficulty and labour, particuiarly as many units were illexperien~ed in" 
c'amp life: Care had to be taken with regard to fouling ,of ground later 
required' for building purposes. A civilian service\ existed ,in towns by 
which excreta was collected from civilian houses a,nd sea tipping carried 
out on to the foreshore. This was extended to make a military service for 
camps, utilizing civilian lorries~ and civilian labour in charge, of an N.C.O. 

"of the section. ,/ Tipping was carried 'out at sites selected by theO.C. and 
the civilian M.O.H. at places where at least a 15 foot tide flowed. The 
method proved entirely satisfactory' with supervision and care, although it 
is not considered advisable for prolonged use. 

URINALS. 

, Following the immediate installati6n 'of open soaka~ays, methods of 
~overing these and providing troughs were considered. N <> material was 
. available for the usual trough and various experiments were tried using 
troughing made of bent tin or even of old motor tyre covers. These were, 
universally unsatisfactory and the funnel type of urinal was decided upon. 
No funnels of any typ~ were available, of course, and the inevitable petrol 
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/D. P. Holmes 31 

tin was called into service. The ,first type of funnel used, and which wa" 
afterwards made for emergency and quick erection, was construCted of two 

, petrol tins placed over the soakaway; The lower has the bottom perforated 
-and the upper, placed angulariy in the former, has a hole at the lowest corner, 
as shown in the diagram. It was found that, for constant~use, these were, 
too low, and that fouling of the surroundirig ground occurred. A refined 
patterp, now in use througp,out the force was designed and is shown in the 
diagram also. It is made as follows: The top is removed from a tin and a 
hole cut in the corner. A pipe made of an extended tin, flattened and 
rolled round a tent pole, is'soldered in. It is completed by the addition of 
the filler c~p, duly perforated as a filter. The pipe is let into" the soakaway 
about 18 inches. An unexpected virtue in the funnels was extolled by the. 
,users, in the Jact that they gave a certain amount of personal privacy and 
that micturi,tion could be accomplished with a greater accuracy of aim! 
The 'latter point can only be appreciated when it is realized that units in 
camps had to tolerate high winds for.19ng periods \; 

SULLAGE WATER~ 

It was found that; while urine soakaways worked well, soakage was 
extremely slow in soakpits provided for ablution benches and cookhouses 
due to absence \:>f grease traps and poor soaking ground. The former was 
overcome, with fair success, by constructing grease traps out of metal, 
using the tin in which the cigarette issue was delivered. Sheets of tin were 
soldered in to give the" under and over" flow .. Early models were linsatis- -

, -. factory as the tin sides tended' to buckle inwards from pressure on the 
baffie plates. This was overcome by placing wooden struts from ,side to 
~~. \ . 

The question of ground soakage was more difficult as may be gauged 
from the fact that in one camp there was soakage capacity ofdver 1,000 
gallons and the pits were always full. The best method found was that of 
digging pits in ~eries with a final herring-bone drain as overflow from the 
pit. Three pits made up the usual battery and were constructed 5feet long, ' 
4 feet wide and as deep as possible, usually 4 feet. 

ABLUTION. 

Timber was obviously essential for' ablution bench construction and the 
ideal was to minimize the amount used. Benches were therefore made and 
supplied to units in sections. Fout trestle legs were made sothat the bench 
could be completed by the laying on and nailing of two 6-inch planks along 
the trestle on either side, sloping towards the mid-line and leaving a centre 
gap. The whole was placed over a soakawayso that the man tipped the 
bowl towards the middle of the bench after washing: the water entered the 
soakaway via the gap. - Bowls were provided froin petrol tins cut toa 
depth, of 6 inches and the cut edg~urned over. 
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32 Hygiene with a "F orc~ " 

SWILL DISPOSAL. 

The. time-honoured method of disposing of swill to a local farmer: for 
feeding his pigs was not possible as there were no pigs kept in the locality. 
A small proportion was disposed of as chicken food.' Suitable containers 

.for swill were in few cases available and a useful improvisation was made 
and supplied to all units from 5-gallon oil drums with a loose cover made of 
timber scrap. Burying of swill was not satisfactory for'the same reason 
as excreta, and the greater proportion was tipped in a similar way. 

IMPROVISED URINAL~_ 
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When the necessities had been supplied, the question of increased corn" 
fort had to be considered, and the possibility of covering cookhouses," 
latrines, etc., arose. The Hessian screening was entirely unsatisfactory 
as the gales either laid it flat or even deposited it a considerable distance 
away .. 

Sectional buildings were therefore made by the unit and supplied for 
use in any connexion required. They,were constructed of a frame}Vork 
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D.P~ Holmes 33 

of timber, with a" panelling" of flattened petrol tins. Three sections 
made- a' square structure, increased length could be obtained by using two 
for the long portion of the" building." The roof was originally made ofthe 
same material but, unless lashed down, frequently blew away. Units were 
therefore advised to cover the tin roofs with grass sods, according to local 
pustom. This proved satisfactory. 

To parade ground 

Dirty change Disinfestor Clean change 

house 

Boiler house 

Lay-out of Bat.1:) .and DiSinfestation Unit 

DISINFECTION AND DISINFESTATION. 

An A.S.H. disinfector 'was available and this was installed as a central 
disinfection and disinfestor centre and run on routine lines. A disadvantage 
was that consequent drying of clothing was difficult owing to a very humid 
atmosphere prevailing. Increased facilities were provided by the arrival 
of a Mobile Bath Unit to be attached to the section, the subsequent working 
of which is described. The working and. organization was in charge of :the 
Officer Commanding, Captain M. A.Squires, to whom. I am indebted fo!, 
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34 Hygiene with a " Force" 

information and data. _Original working had to be-inthe open,with con
sequent disadvantages '"-of cold and lack of comfort. Furthermore, with 
the high winds prevailing, the showers were bloWn away from the would-be 
recipient. Hessian screerung was unstable and inefficient and sorpeimprove
ment was obtained by erecting the showers in~ide a marquee with plant 
outside. This was fairly satisfactory, with an improvised brick floor, but 
frequent blowing down of the tent was an unsurmountable disadvantage. 
A final pe~manent ill.stallation was effected by provision of Nissen huts.-

. The unit was then arranged as shown in the diagram and it, will be noted 
that. it readily allows bathing, or combined bathing and disinfection. A 
programme was arranged for· bathing of units at set times I1nd a period was 
set apart daily for disinfestation. Where disinfection was required, this 
was carried out in the A.S;H. disinfector followed by drying in the. Millbank 
Disinfestor. A table is appended showing- approximate amount of work 
per hour that could be carried out as a routine, with three setfl of showers 
working: 

Bathing-lOO men: Disinfestation-200 blankets. 
-- Complete J 60 battledress suits, underclothing, 

disinfestation 1 greatcoats. . 

Nissen Hut accol!lmodation for the Bath Unit was found very successful 
and refinements are in· process of being added such as electric light for 
winter months, concrete paths, -etc. Excessive steam in the bathing hut 
was. an early disadvantage which it is hoped to overcome by the fitting of 
roof ventilators o:f cowl pattern. 

As has been stated, units were often comparatively inexperienced in 
field conditions and the training of sanitary personnel- was. an obvious 
desideratum. - Sanitary courses were instituted by the section and a model
ground gradually constructed while structures in actual. use were always 
available for demonstration. As may be gathered, the section and attached 
persqnnel have had a busy time, and all ranks have responded excellently 
to all--demands made of them, whether of skill or labour. One's personal 
tp.anks are due to every ~ember.; to select anyone would be invidious. In 
paying tribute to their technical knowledge and willingness, one knows 
that . this will have benefited by the training gained at the "oldest and 
hardest University-Experience." Acknowledgements and thanks are due 
to Maj?I:.,W. J. Gregory, P.C., for. the diagrams reproduced . 
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